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A Unique Plate Warmer

Anders Bengtsson
Curator, Applied Art and Design

Fig. N Rudolf Wittkopf, plate warmer, Stockholm NTMV. Silver, e NOI t OM cm. Purchase: Barbro Osher Fund. Nationalmuseum, åãâ NMOLOMNPK
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qÜÉ k~íáçå~äãìëÉìãÛë collection
of Swedish silver from the early NUth centu-
ry has acquired an addition that is probably
unique, a plate warmer made by Rudolf
Wittkopf in Stockholm in NTMV (Fig. N).
This is the only known preserved Swedish
late-Baroque specimen of its kind, and
consists of a tripod on cast feet and a re-
movable burner with a holder for oil. The
upper part of the burner has vents to allow
the necessary air for the flame to burn, and
the rim of the plate warmer has three vo-
lute-shaped handles to support the plate
with food while being kept warm.

The new, refined table manners that
were introduced in the Swedish nobility in
the early NUth century emulated French so-
ciety. The Nationalmuseum’s large collec-
tion of drawings includes two pictures of
contemporary French réchaudes or plate
warmers (Figs. O and P).1 The purpose of
these pictures was to serve as models for the
Swedish royal court and nobility when or-
dering modern silver tableware. We know
from the household accounts of dowager
queen Hedvig Eleonora, that this fashion-
conscious royal personage bought “a silver
plate hob that could also be used as a bra-
zier” (“en silverfatsring att ock kunna bruka

Swedish late Baroque silver, demonstrating
how up-to-date the Swedish court and no-
bility were with contemporary, especially
French, trends.

The Nationalmuseum’s purchase of
Rudolf Wittkopf’s plate warmer was made
possible by a generous donation from the
Barbro Osher Fund.

Notes:
NK NM THC UMT and NM THC UQM respectively.
OK Carl Hernmarck, Åke Stavenow and Gustaf
Munthe, Svenskt Silversmide NROMÓNURM, Part II,
Senbarock, Fredrik I:s stil och rokoko NTMMÓNTUM,
Stockholm NVQP, p. SM, figs. NRNÓNRO.
PK Erik Andrén, Svenskt Silversmide: Guld- och
silverstämplar NROMÓNURM, Stockholm OMMM, p. NMP.

till fyrfat”) from the silversmith Petter Hen-
ning in NTMR.2 Very few pieces of royal sil-
verware from this period are preserved.
Apart from the plate warmer acquired by
the Nationalmuseum there are no known
Swedish examples, indicating that objects
of this kind were unusual even at the time,
and that only a few were made. From the
late NUth century, however, there are sever-
al preserved réchauds, mainly for teapots
and serving dishes, showing that they had
successors. These were also produced in
plainer materials such as copper and brass,
and became more common in the NVth
century.

The maker of the plate warmer, Rudolf
Wittkopf (active as a master in Stockholm in
NSUTÓNTOO) immigrated to Sweden from
Germany and became one of the leading
and most skilled silversmiths of the period,
and his customers included the Queen
Dowager of the Realm Hedvig Eleonora. He
was made an alderman of the guild in
NTNN.3 His sons Henrik the Elder and Johan
both later became master silversmiths, the
former with large commissions for the royal
court.

The new acquisition is a valuable addi-
tion to the Nationalmuseum’s collection of
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Fig. O Plate warmer on four legs. Drawing in pen and black ink, grey
wash, on paper, OSS ñ QOM mm. Nationalmuseum, åã íÜÅ UMTK

Fig. P Plate warmer in silver. Drawing in chalk, pen and black ink, grey wash,
on paper, NVM ñ OSM mm. Nationalmuseum, åã íÜÅ UQMK
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